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Preventive Products Oral Irrigators • Oral Screening

MICROLUX DL
ADDENT INC.

The Microlux DL is an
accessory light guide
to the Microlux. This
light guide is used
with 1% acetic acid. It
is to be used in conjunction with a traditional
visual and tactile examination. The exam is to
increase discovery of abnormal lesions found on
the soft tissues of the oral environment. Have the
patient rinse with 1% acetic acid, and proceed to
exam oral cavity with Microlux DL. 

9530474   Unit [600053]
9530484  Unit w/ 12 Rinse Bottles [110051]
9530486  Unit w/ 24 Rinse Bottles [110052]

Rinse, 30 ml
9530476  12/Pkg. [110032]
9530478  24/Pkg. [110033]

ORAL SCREENING

DOE DELUXE KIT
DENTLIGHT

DOE System uses high 
power LED illumination 
and high contrast switching
filter for oral exam beyond 
normal visualization 
capabilities. The small, 
cordless and reliable system 
provides easy access to detect 

WATERPIK
CORDLESS
PROFESSIONAL CARE
WATER FLOSSER
WATERPIK

The Waterpik Cordless Professional
with Nano Sonic effectively fights
gingivitis by cleaning where brushing
and flossing does not reach. It is
effective in reducing harmful bacteria
and exceptional for deep cleaning
around crowns, braces and bridgework. The water
flosser, nano sonic brush and 4 tips are included.
                 
Unit
8728506   [20018255]

WATERPIK PROFESSIONAL
SHOWERPIK WATER
FLOSSER
WATERPIK

The Waterpik Professional
Showerpik effectively fights
gingivitis by cleaning where
brushing and flossing cannot
reach. The unit easily
attaches to any shower head.
Effective in reducing harmful
bacteria and exceptional for deep cleaning around
crowns, braces and bridgework.                         

Unit
8728508   [20020073]

SALIMARK OSCC ORAL
CANCER SALIVARY
DIAGNOSTIC TEST
PERIRX 

SaliMark OSCC is 
a series of
advanced, 
accurate and 
easy-to-use
salivary DNA tests.
It aids in the identification and early detection of
oral lesions that present the highest risks for
cancer and removes the guess work from the
assessment of oral lesions. 

10/Box 
9175000 [5193]

SALIVA-CHECK BUFFER
GC AMERICA 

Saliva-Check
BUFFER is a
saliva-testing
examination
tool that is
used to educate patients, assist in preventive

treatment planning and properly select dental
materials in order to initiate changes in the
patient’s oral hygiene. It identifies, measures and
assesses the patient’s saliva condition, which helps
determine the body's possible risk of caries. It is
also helpful for testing hydration, salivary
consistency, resting saliva pH, stimulated saliva
flow, stimulated saliva pH and saliva buffering
capacity. The Saliva-Check BUFFER is ideal for use
during routine oral examinations.  

Kit: 20 In vitro pH test strips pH (5.0 – 8.0), 
20 Saliva Collection Cups, 20 Wax Gum Pieces 
(for saliva stimulation), 20 Saliva Dispensing
Pipettes, 20 Buffer Test Strips
8190328 [900200]

VELSCOPE VX
LED DENTAL 

VELscope Vx uses tissue
fluorescence rather than
reflectance. Natural tissue
fluorescence is caused by
"fluorophores" that, when
excited by light of an
appropriate wavelength
(e.g. blue), will emit their
own light at a longer
wavelength (e.g. green).
The resulting fluorescence
can reveal a great deal
about cellular, structural, and/or metabolic activity
changes that are often directly related to disease
processes occurring inside the tissue. The
VELscope Vx system is a powerful device for the
visualization of mucosal abnormalities such as:
Viral, fungal and bacterial infections, inflammation
from a variety of causes (lichen planus and
lichenoid reactions, allergy to amalgam fillings,
etc.), Squamous papillomas, Salivary gland tumors
and cancer and pre-cancer. 

Bundle: VELscope VX System, 128 x VX VELcaps,
250 x VX Sheathes, VX Imaging Adaptor, IPOD
(Shipped Directly from Vendor),Wall Poster
9280070  [4200-Bundle]                                

VELscope Vx System
9280075  [4200-1]   

Imaging Adapter
9280077  [4405]      
                 
Velscope Vel Cap Paper Cap, 128/Box
9280079  [5710]       

VX Sheath, 250/Box
9280081   [5720]      

Wall Poster: VelScope Poster, 100 Waiting Room
Patient Education Brochures, Training Webinar
9280083  [5825]       
                 
Patient Information, 48/Pkg.
9280072  [BROCHURES]                                  

WATERPIK CLASSIC
PROFESSIONAL WATER
FLOSSER - CONTINUED
reducing harmful bacteria and exceptional for
deep cleaning around crowns, braces and
bridgework. 

Unit
8728504  [20018209]                                          

unreachable areas including the back throat. The
fluorescence and transillumination technology is
successful in identifying soft and hard tissue 
abnormalities. 

Deluxe Kit: DOE Wand with Violet and White Light
Head, Universal 2.5x Flip-Up Loupes, Fluorescence
Filter Pairs, Charging Stand, Charge Adapter, 
2 Exam Tips, Patient Eyewear Goggle, 
100 Barrier Sleeves
9507878   [7700010]
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